This new De Luxe street atlas of Edinburgh gives comprehensive and detailed coverage of the city with 60 pages at an enlarged scale of 3.5 inches to 1 mile, and four pages of ultra-large coverage of central Edinburgh at 5.25 inches to 1 mile. The maps are prepared to the same specification as all titles in the Philips street atlas series. This De Luxe edition is also available in a choice of contemporary colours - red (9780540092185), navy (9780540092192), green (9780540092208) or pink (9780540092215). A double ribbon marker, elastic fastener/page holder and useful notes pages are additional features of this De Luxe edition. The contents include a route-planner: two pages of detailed Navigator(r) maps giving an overview of the whole area covered by the atlas and marking all major and minor roads a four-page guide to the top visitor attractions, and an index of street names and postcodes. The maps show every named road, street and lane, with visitor attractions clearly marked, and one-way streets, pedestrian areas and through-routes all highlighted. Schools, colleges, hospitals, police stations, post offices, car parks, sports centres and local government offices are all featured. Pocket sized, the atlas is ideally suited for both business and leisure use, whether by locals or visitors.
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